CLEAR 2011 Annual Educational Conference
What Else Do You Want to Know about Credentialing? Ask the Experts

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Look Inside your Registration Packet—Circle Questions and Submit Other Issues You Want Discussed

Potential Discussion Issues
You Decide!

• What is the best method to conduct a job analysis?
• What should we tell a candidate who failed the examination by one point?
• What is the best method to set a passing score?
• Should we provide candidates with a percentage correct for each content area?
• What is the best way to present summary pass rates to the public?
• When my program calculates/reports item statistics, should we use only first time candidates or all candidates (including repeaters)?
• We have a small volume licensing program. What can we do to provide a defensible examination?

• We are starting a new licensing program which does not allow grandfathering. What issues need to be considered?
• What are the issues and potential pitfalls in adapting/translating our examination?
• Should our Board place restrictions on the number of times a candidate can take the exam?
• What is the biggest threat to exam security today? What is the best way to keep our program secure?

• What are alternative formats to traditional multiple-choice questions?
• What is on the horizon in the next five years that will affect the testing process for licensure and certification?

• Use the reverse side of the question sheet to write in additional questions, issues, or scenarios you would like the panel to discuss.
• Submit to registration desk by Friday 5:00 pm.